Leh Airports, which will be works done by BJP Government ruling parties failed to do. Ladakh, explained the historical demand for Jamyang Tsering Namgyal, returned here after campaigning the region.

The appeal was made by the people of Balakote area today, Shazad Malik, a renowned educationist and social worker. Malik demanded the implementation of the guidelines and advertisement notification for establishing of petrol outlets in the State who sites for bunkers are identified standard material. He said that the guidelines and advertisement notification for establishing of petrol outlets is against the people of the State, the BJP Government.
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"I have no choice but to come back to Kashmir. It is a longing that is burning in my heart. I have left my family and friends. It is a pain that is deep in my heart and soul. I have been away from Kashmir for 29 years, but my love for my homeland is stronger than ever."

-- Irwan Tramboro
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